FINAL EXAM

- When: Friday, April 21, 12:00 pm - 2:30 pm
- Where: Robert F. Osborne (USBO) room A
- What to bring: STATIONERY ID, pencils

We will be extremely strict about exam conditions:
no ball caps, no pencil cases, no digital watches, etc.

- Comprehensive exam, with an extremely slight emphasis on
  Units 11-12 (i.e. stuff that never made it onto a quiz)
- there will be assigned seating: a seating chart will be posted
  to the common course website next week
- a practice final exam will be posted either today or tomorrow
  - format of it is extremely identical to that of the final:
    - two pages of "answer-only" questions
    - eight short answer questions, worth three points each
    - five long answer questions, worth seven points each
  - TOTAL: 75 points
- everything you don't have to memorize is listed under
  "Learning Goals" on the common course website